
MATH 135/104F Course Comparison (as of 5.6.13)

Course Title Credit Gen Ed

Transfers to 
UHM 

(SHATATR)

Transfers to 
UHH 

(SHATATR)

Transfers to 
UHWO 

(SHATATR) Prereqs Course description

UHM MATH 135 Precalculus I 2 MATH 104F MATH 135

2 yrs of  high school 
alg, 1 yr of plane 
geometry

Algebra review, functions with special attention to polynomial, rational, exponential 
and logarithmic functions, composed and   inverse functions, techniques of graphing. 
Credit allowed for either 135 or 140.

UHH MATH 104F Precal I: Functions 3 MATH ELEC MATH 135
MATH 103 w/C or 
higher or plmt

MATH 104F is the first course in a year long sequence intended to prepare students 
for first year calc. Topics include general properties of functions, polynomial and 
rational functions, and exponential and logarithmic functions. 

UHWO MATH 135
Pre-Calculus 
Elementary Func 3 FS MATH 135 MATH 104F

MATH 103 w/ C or 
higher in last two 
years or plmt

This course includes a variety of selected mathematical topics designed to acquaint 
students with a functional approach to algebra, including polynomial, exponential, 
and logarithmic functions; higher degree equations; inequalities; sequences; the 
binomial theorem; and partial fractions. This course is recommended for students 
pursuing further studies in buisness, economics, mathematics, and/or science-related 
fields.

HAW MATH 135
Pre-Calculus: Elem 
Functions 4 none MATH 104F MATH 135

MATH 27 w/C or 
higher or plmt

Functions and relations, polynomial and rational functions, exponential and 
logarithmic functions, matrices, sequences and series. Instruction will be given on the 
use of appropriate technology to facilitate conceptual understanding of functions 
(numerically, graphically, symbolically, and verbally).

HON MATH 135
Pre-Calc: Elem 
Functions 3 FS MATH 135 MATH 104F MATH 135

MATH 103 w/C or 
higher or plmt

A study of elementary functions, including linear, quadratic, polynomial, rational, 
exponential, and logarithmic functions. Emphasis is placed on those topics which will 
prove useful to students who plan to take calculus.

KAP MATH 135
Elementary 
Functions 3 FS MATH ELEC MATH 104F MATH 135 MATH 103 or plmt

MATH 135 focuses on elementary functions and graphs, polynomials, absolute 
values, inequalities, logarithms and exponentials. Students will need a scientific 
calculator for MATH 135.

KAU MATH 135
Pre-Cal: Elem 
Functions 3 MATH ELEC MATH 104F MATH 135

MATH 103 w/C or 
higher

This course is the first part of the Pre-Calculus sequence. It offers the study of 
elementary functions, including linear, quadratic, polynomial, rational, exponential, 
and logarithmic functions.
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LEE MATH 135
Pre-Calculus: Elem 
Functions 3 FS MATH 135 MATH 104F MATH 135

MATH 103 w/C or 
higher or placement 
w/in last two years

MATH 135 focuses on a functional approach to algebra.  Polynomial, rational, 
exponential, and logarithmic functions and their graphs are studied in detail.  
Associated properties are used to solve equations, inequalities, and applications.  
This course is especially recommended for students interested in a STEM (science, 
technology, engineering, or mathematics) field.

MAU MATH 135
Pre-Calc: Elem 
Function 3 FS MATH 135 MATH 104F MATH 135

ENG 100 w/C or 
higher, MATH 103 
w/C or higher or plmt

Investigates the nature of functions and examines ploynomial, rational, exponential, 
and logarithmic functions.  Studies the solution to equations and inequalities in one 
and several variables.

WIN MATH 135
Precalc: Elementary 
Functions 3 FS MATH 135 MATH 104F MATH 135

MATH 103 w/C or 
higher or plmt

An analysis of elementary functions. A study of polynomial, rational, exponential and 
logarithmic functions. Topics also include graphing techniques, transformations, 
applications and related topics. Emphasis is placed on topics which will prove useful 
to students planning to take calculus and also to those who are interested in pursuing 
math-related careers. 


